Skynnyn Lynnyrd
Transportation and Hospitality
Rider
Skynnyn Lynnyrd is composed of 9 stage performers and a Manager/Sound Engineer. As such,
the band requires a minimum level of resources in support of travel and accommodations. The
following rider sets out the requirements for travel and hospitality.
Skynnyn Lynnyrd will make every attempt to minimize the expenses associated with bringing
the show to your venue. Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions or suggestions.
Transportation
Ground
Skynnyn Lynnyrd employs a 40 ft. MCI coach for travel within 750 miles of Vacaville
Calif. Band, crew and back-line is of sufficient size to economically justify use of such
coach. Accordingly, parking must be provided in closest possible proximity to the
performance to facilitate efficient equipment load / unload as well as providing
accommodations for members and crew. 20 amps shore power within 100 ft. of coach
parking is required for outdoor concerts.
Additional parking space for a 20 ft. equipment trailer is required if Skynnyn Lynnyrd
Productions provides sound and lighting.
Due to escalating fuel costs, a fuel surcharge of $1.00/mile - one way will be assessed
unless contractually addressed otherwise.
Air
Round-Trip Coach (Economy) Class airfare for (9) performers and (1) Manager/Sound
Engineer – 10 total.
Flight origination and terminus shall be Sacramento, Calif. (SMF) unless otherwise
agreed. No entourage or crew travel required.
Ground Transportation from destination Airport to Hotel and return shall be provided by
purchaser. Hotels will frequently offer complimentary airport shuttle services for guests;
the band will gladly utilize such shuttle if available and advised.
Ground transportation from Hotel to Venue and return shall be provided by purchaser if
needed. Incidental charges for excess baggage due to band-provided backline shall be
paid by purchaser. Example: Amp head, portable keyboard etc.
All other incidental charges are the band’s responsibility and will be paid by band
accordingly.
Hospitality
Purchaser shall provide:
A minimum of 6 (six) standard grade, double occupancy rooms equipped with bedding,
bathroom and shower facilities. Band will double occupy rooms whenever possible.
Additional rooms will be purchased by band if needed.
A minimum of 2 restaurant grade meals (breakfast & dinner) per person per day.
A dressing room equipped with appropriate lighting, power, mirror(s), seating and
beverages (water and soda) within close proximity to stage. Some form of privacy curtain
or barrier shall be provided to facilitate dressing and changing by female / male
members. This space may be alternately shared by each gender.
A deli-tray stocked with various meats, cheese, bread, vegetables and
condiments/dressings to allow a 4-6 oz. serving per member; shall be served in Green
Room 40 minutes preceding the show.
Chilled potable (bottled) water for duration of performance.
Soda, iced tea, lemon aid etc. is welcome.
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